Gist extraction is the process of excerpting shared features from a pool of new items. The present study examined sleep and the consolidation of gist in 12-month-old infants using a deferred imitation paradigm. Sixty infants were randomly assigned to a nap, a no-nap or a baseline control condition. In the nap and no-nap conditions, infants watched demonstrations of the same target actions on three different hand puppets that shared some features. During a 4-h delay, infants in the nap condition took a naturally scheduled nap while infants in the no-nap condition naturally stayed awake. Afterwards, infants were exposed to a novel forth hand puppet that combined some of the features from the previously encountered puppets. Only those infants who took a nap after learning produced a significantly higher number of target actions than infants in the baseline control condition who had not seen any demonstrations of target actions. Infants in the nap condition also produced significantly more target actions than infants in the no-nap condition. Sleep appears to support the storage of gist, which aids infants in applying recently acquired knowledge to novel circumstances.
Introduction
As adults, we command a large number of mental representations, or schemata, about the world around us. Schemata are extremely valuable in daily life as they can provide guidance in many situations, especially if they are flexibly applied to novel circumstances. Formally described, schemata are knowledge structures composed of units and their relations, and are derived from multiple episodes. They lack unit details and are adaptable in that they can be updated, modified, or even newly generated in the light of new experiences (Ghosh & Gilboa, 2014) . In comparison to adults, infants have had significantly less time to collect information about the world, presumably meaning that they have fewer and less complex schemata at their disposal (Huber & Born, 2014; Quinn, 2011) . In the present study, we asked whether sleep might enhance the usability of recently formed schemata for infants by supporting the consolidation of extracted gist. The process of gist extraction can be understood as combining information from a pool of new items which is then used to excerpt commonalities between these items (Stickgold & Walker, 2013) . Gist extraction is essential for categorizing stimuli and experiences and thus, for schema generation.
Infants as young as 3 months group the physical world into categories (e.g., cats vs. dogs) based on similar physical appearance (Quinn, Eimas, & Rosenkrantz, 1993) . Towards the end of the first year of life, infants start to consider an object's familiar functions when manually grouping objects into categories (Träuble & Pauen, 2007) . However, at 12 months of age, infants' ability to extract commonalities across different members of the same category is still limited. For example, in Träuble and Pauen's study, infants only used function for categorizing if a particular critical function was explicitly demonstrated. They did not spontaneously categorize according to function. Function-based and similaritybased categorization was also investigated in a deferred imitation study (Jones & Herbert, 2008) . In that study, 12-month-old infants observed an experimenter demonstrate three target actions on each of two different hand puppets. There was either low variability (e.g., grey mouse, pink mouse) or high variability (e.g., brown kangaroo, pink mouse) between the demonstration puppets. After a 10-min delay, infants' ability to reproduce any of the target 
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